Winn Center
FOR CONSTRUCTION & ARCHITECTURE
NAMING OPPORTUNITIES
The Winn Center for Construction & Architecture will be a living laboratory to demonstrate and celebrate sustainable environmental design and protection of our natural resources as well as be a visual tool for teaching building systems. It will be a model for accessible design, code access and egress; promote student and faculty interaction as a campus and within the Careers and Technology Area; encourage connection to the community and outreach to our industry partners. The building will celebrate and inspire creativity while relating to the campus theme. It will be significant in form and character as the gateway to the campus and serve as a prototype for good architecture and construction detailing.

---

**FLOOR 1**

**$50,000**  
**ARCHITECTURE DESIGN TECHNOLOGY COMPUTER LAB**  
30 computer stations  
Display areas for pin-up of drawings for viewing  
Display area for permanent example drawings and historical computer equipment

**$75,000**  
**ARCHITECTURE LAB**  
40 computer stations  
Tables conducive to free-hand drawing, manual drawing and creating three-dimensional architectural models  
Display areas for pin-up of drawings and display areas for architectural modes  
Light table

**$75,000**  
**PHARMACY TECH LAB**  
Lecture space for demonstrations

**$150,000**  
**WINN CENTER LOBBY**  
Interactive touch screen energy display  
Exposed living laboratory showing heating and cooling of flooring  
Two story glass atrium rotunda  
Main arrival location for building

**$250,000**  
**COMMUNITY ROOM**  
A focal point for gathering and observing  
Natural light with flexibility to control amount of light  
Design that provides effective teaching & learning environment

---

**FLOOR 2**

**$50,000**  
**PHOTOGRAPHY DARK ROOM LAB**  
Large darkroom  
Separate work stations

**$50,000**  
**PHOTOGRAPHY DIGITAL STUDIO LAB**  
Large space for studio work  
Storage for equipment and props

**$50,000**  
**PHOTOGRAPHY DRY FINISHING ROOM**  
Developing room  
Office space

**$50,000-$75,000**  
**LECTURE ROOMS**  
Small, medium and large sizes  
Natural light with controls  
Furniture that provides effective teaching & learning environment

**$75,000**  
**BIT/CM RESOURCE ROOM**  
Research/Reference Library  
Department Meeting Space

**$75,000**  
**PHOTOGRAPHY DIGITAL LAB**  
36 computer work stations with multi-media capability
EXISTING DONORS

VISIONARY SOCIETY
($1,000,000 – AND ABOVE)
The Winn Family

KEYSTONE SOCIETY
($100,000 – $499,999)
Bill & Beth Niemi
John F. Otto, Inc.
U.S. House of Representatives

LANDMARK SOCIETY
($25,000 – $99,999)
Advisor Charitable Gift Fund
Anova Nexus Architects
Buehler & Buehler Structural Engineers, Inc.
CRC Foundation
H & D Electric, Inc.
Lionakis
NTDStichler Architecture
Sacramento Builders’ Exchange
Stafford, King, Wiese Architects
Williams + Paddon Architects + Planners Inc.

LOGGIA SOCIETY
($10,000 – $24,999)
Citadel Tile & Marble
Charlie Downs & Nancy Steeckly
LPA Sacramento, Inc.

CORINTHIAN SOCIETY
($1,000 – $9,999)
AGC Construction
Kay Albani
Brewer Lofgren LLP
Roy Brewer
Henry T. Buescher
Kenneth Cooper
Harbison Mahony Higgins Builders
Brice Harris
Sue Ellen Harwood
Robert Johnson
Elizabeth & J.J. McClatchy
Angela Minniefield
Nacht & Lewis Architects
Jamey Nye
Roxanne O’Brien

ARCHES SOCIETY
($1 – $999)
Coit Conant
Celia Esposito-Noy
Lynn Fowler
Dan Lawerence
Reid & Paula Montgomery
Thomas & Sandi Russell
Sophia Scherman
Sheri Spitaleri